**Project:** *The Future through our Eyes*  
(A PBL 9 book)

**Description:** The Project Based Learning education model boasts the motto "the work is the work." That maxim is in full-force here, as 9th grade PBL students grappled with writing and publishing their own literary journal. From deadlines to details, from poems to punctuation, *The Future Through Our Eyes* highlights what happens when the work becomes *real*.

Throughout November and December, PBL 9 English students worked on writing and publishing an original book. In addition to the writing and editing process, students also focused on layout, design, marketing and promotion.

*The Future through our Eyes* is a collection of fiction, non-fiction, and poetry. Topics include everything from high school life, to the world waiting beyond graduation.

*The Future through our Eyes* is now available on Amazon. Also, check out our previous title, 2018’s Project Based Learning book *Stories of Cheltenham*. 